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Installation and User Guide
1.0 Introduction to Enmotus VirtualSSD
Enmotus VirtualSSD is a host-based storage acceleration technology that leverages a hypervisor approach to
virtualize existing physical devices. By combining pools of physical storage devices, from economical hard disks
(HDDs) to high-performance solid state disks (SSDs), the value of both technologies can be maximized with
Enmotus VirtualSSD’s micro-tiering technology.
The software is implemented entirely in the OS’s kernel driver layer, any standard disk or storage management
tools can be used because the storage appears as a regular hardware storage device.
Enmotus VirtualSSD provides the following powerful features:
• Create large self-optimizing device(s) that improves overall disk performance and economics
• Stripe several SSDs to improve performance beyond a single SSD (even across network devices)
• Add and remove SSDs without affecting access to the existing file system
• Add up to 8 GB of RAM cache to further boost performance

1.1 Virtual Hierarchy
Figure 1 illustrates a simple host architecture and introduces Enmotus VirtualSSD’s virtual drive terminology.
The VirtualSSD host block device presented to
VirtualSSD (tdrive0)
the operating system is attached to a tiered
drive (tdrive), which is comprised of two
Fast Tier
Capacity Tier
virtual drives (vdrives), with one vdrive for the
fast media and the other vdrive for the slow
Virtual drive (vdrive0)
Virtual drive (vdrive1)
media. Each vdrive may contain up to 16
individual physical drives (pdrives). Note that a
pdrive could itself be a virtual volume
composed of multiple disks from a RAID stack
Drive 1
Drive 2
Drive 3
Drive 4
Drive 5
from hardware RAID, virtual host driver, or
software, e.g., Windows Storage Spaces.
(Note: Using Windows Dynamic disk volumes
Physical drives (pdrives)
Physical drives (pdrives)
as pdrives is not supported, however
Figure 1: Enmotus VirtualSSD Device Hierarchy
VirtualSSDs can themselves be part of a Windows
Dynamic disk.)
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1.2 Enmotus VirtualSSD vs. Caching
Enmotus VirtualSSD utilizes a storage hypervisor technology with fast virtualization and intelligent data
migration that differs in many aspects from cache look-alike products. SSD caching alternatives make temporary
copies of data onto a dedicated SSD device that persist for a finite period. This typically accelerates read traffic
only.
VirtualSSD on the other hand, treats the fast media as a primary storage device (rather than a look-aside
device) and data is moved or relocated to the fast media where it can be accessed at very near the full read and
write performance of the underlying fast storage devices.
Furthermore, the capacity of the fast tier can be made available as usable storage, as the Enmotus architecture
does not require the capacity of the fast media to be hidden or reserved.

Figure 2: eLiveMonitor Active Region Display
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2.0 Getting Started
2.1 System Requirements
•
•
•
•

Intel® or AMD® compatible computer system
Minimum 4GB DDR RAM
64-bit Microsoft® Server operating system:
o Windows™ Server 2012 R2, or Server 2016
o Hyper-V™ Server 2012 R2–2016
Java™ Runtime Environment 6 or higher (for GUI Utilities only)

2.2 Software Installation
2.2.1 GUI Installation
A single executable installer is available for all supported Windows® versions and a standard setup wizard will
provide guidance through the install process, and takes just a few minutes.
If a current version of the Java Runtime Environment or Development Kit is not yet installed, you will be
prompted to download and install the latest version of JRE automatically. If the system is not connected to the
Internet, the JRE can be installed later.
By default, the software will install in trial
mode. This provides 30 days to use the
software free of charge with no feature
restrictions. Until a VirtualSSD software
license is activated, you will be prompted to
input a license key each time you open the
VirtualSSD utility.

Figure 3: Installation Wizard
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2.2.2 Command Line Installation
For unattended installs or for Server Core or Hyper-V™ systems, you may also install Enmotus VirtualSSD from a
Command Prompt or a local or remote PowerShell console. In this mode, all feedback and prompts are made to
the local command console.
> VirtualSSD_install_Win64_1.4.x.xxxxxPR.exe

When using this parameter, by default the Java GUI utilities and the ePin (Windows Explorer file pinning
extension) do not install, the installer does not ask to install the Java Runtime Environment, nor will it reboot
automatically.
However, these command line parameters may be used (/cli will be assumed if any exist):
Table 1: Installation Command Line Parameters
Command Line Parameter

Description

/help or /? or /H

Display command line parameter reference.

/cli or /C

Command line install (assumed if any of the parameters below are present or if launched
from a command prompt; use /!C or /nocli to force GUI mode).

/license=accept or /LA

Accept the End User License Agreement and proceed with a fully silent install (the EULA
can be displayed with /L or /license=view). Success/failure messages can be found in:
%TEMP%\EnTierInstall\installresult.log

/silent or /S

Silent install (but not fully silent without /license=accept; use /!S or /silent=no to prevent
silence when /license=accept is used).

/reboot or /R

Automatically reboot (if it is required) after the installation is complete.

/gui or /G

Install GUI tools (VirtualSSD, systray, eLiveMonitor, ePerform). These require Java. Also
installs ePin.

/epin or /P

Install ePin, a Windows Explorer shell extension (assumed with /gui;
use /!P or /epin=no to prevent install when /gui is used).

/java or /J

Install latest JRE 8 (silently) if JRE or JDK 1.8+ is not yet installed (use /JF or /java=force to
install the latest version regardless of current version). Requires an Internet connection.

/local=<IP address or hostname>

Use a local license server (contact Enmotus for more information).

e.g.,
>

VirtualSSD_install_Win64_1.4.x.xxxxxPR.exe

/license=accept /gui

For scripted installs, note that after a successful installation, if a reboot is required, the installer will return
errorlevel 3010.
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2.3 License Installation
When the software is first installed, a 30-day trial period begins, after which time VirtualSSDs will continue to
be accessible, but will be de-optimized. To continue using the software, an activation key must be obtained
from a Enmotus representative. If the system does not have an Internet connection, an offline process is
available.

2.4 Locating the Enmotus Utilities
2.4.1 Using the Start screen (Server 2012 R2)
1. Bring up the Start screen by clicking the Windows
bottom left or tapping the Windows keyboard key.

button in the

2. Click the downward-facing arrow near the bottom left of the screen.

3. Next, click the desired application from the Enmotus group.

2.4.2 Using the Start menu (Server 2016)
1. Bring up the Start screen by clicking the Windows
bottom left or tapping the Windows keyboard key.

button in the

2. Next, click the desired application from the Enmotus group.
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2.4.3 By Searching
Alternatively, after opening the Start screen or Start menu, start typing the first few letters of the application,
i.e., “VirtualSSD,” “eLiveMonitor,” or “ePerform,” then select the application from the short list. (Note that
by default in Server 2016, if using the built-in Administrator account, you are unable to search for installed
applications).
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2.5 Configuration wizard (VirtualSSD)
There are two methods in managing and creating storage devices; either through the graphical VirtualSSD
wizard, or through the command line utility ecmd discussed in later chapters of this guide. Wherever possible,
the wizard will attempt to automatically determine which drives are SSDs, HDDs, TDDs (tiered disk drives).
The supported devices include:
• Standard SATA or SAS HDDs and SSDs
• NVMe or DIMM SSDs
• SAN Devices (iSCSI or Fibre Channel)
• Qualified hardware RAID virtual devices

Figure 4: VirtualSSD Config Main Menu

2.6 Creating a Simple VirtualSSD from two raw Drives
Click the button “Create Data VirtualSSD” from the main menu, then select the “Fast” checkbox for the SSD
and the “Slow” checkbox for the HDD that you want to combine to create a paired tier, then click the “Create”
button.
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A progress bar will appear during VirtualSSD creation. Success is indicated by the message “VirtualSSD DriveX
was just created.”

2.7 Adding a Partition to a Newly Created VirtualSSD
The Disk Management
tool may be opened by
right-clicking the Windows
logo on the taskbar and
selecting “Disk
Management”. Drives that
have been used during the
VirtualSSD creation step
(i.e., captured by the
tdrive) are grayed out
(Disk
1 and Disk 2 in the
example), and a new
virtual volume will be
available (Disk 3).

Figure 5: Disk Management Tool with Example VirtualSSD Configuration

This new VirtualSSD may now
be
initialized as GPT or MBR, and partitioned and formatted like any other disk drive. In the example shown, Disk 3
has three partitions. Note that Extended MBR (i.e., using 4 or more MBR partitions) is not recommended.
Although VirtualSSD allows the striping or concatenation of multiple devices in each vdrive, for data protection
some form of HW/SW RAID protection is recommended for the underlying pdrives. Windows Dynamic disks
can use VirtualSSDs as members, but cannot be used as pdrives themselves. Windows Storage Spaces devices
can be used either way, i.e., as components of a VirtualSSD or as containers for multiple VirtualSSDs.
Though Enmotus VirtualSSD includes built-in spanning and striping capabilities, for redundant mirroring and/or
parity you should use either hardware RAID or a software RAID solution. Hardware RAID virtual devices would
be pdrive members of a VirtualSSD. Windows Dynamic disks can use VirtualSSDs as members, but cannot be
used as pdrives themselves. Windows Storage Spaces devices can be used either way, i.e., as components of a
VirtualSSD or as containers for multiple VirtualSSDs.
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To identify VirtualSSD devices, right-click the Disk readout to the left of
the partition structure and choose Properties. The first VirtualSSD will be
labeled “Enmotus T00 VirtualSSD SCSI Disk Device” (where “T00” will
be incremented for each additional VirtualSSD, e.g., T01, T02, etc.)

2.8 Creating a VirtualSSD while preserving data
For a simple VirtualSSD, involving only a single SSD and HDD, you can preserve the existing data and partition
structure from one of the two drives. The other drive must be unallocated space. (Note the word Partitions is
appended to the end of the drive description if a partition structure is detected).
This feature allows easy conversion of an existing volume to a VirtualSSD, where the contents of the existing
volume are retained. The conversion process only takes a few minutes to complete regardless of the size of the
volume.
Click the button New VirtualSSD from the main menu.
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Next, select the Fast checkbox for the SSD and the Slow checkbox for the HDD that you want to combine to
create a paired tier.

The Create Options button allows changing the default tier policies and initialization parameters.
Examples of Create Options are:
• Promote Rate [Aggressive (default), Normal, Slow, Off]
• Promote Policy [Read IO (default), Read & Write IO, Read Blocks, Read & Write Blocks].
See 4.0 Application Guidelines later in this document for a detailed explanation of these options.
Click the Create button to start the transform process with default settings. You will receive a warning message
to stop using the drive that is being transformed. A progress bar will appear during VirtualSSD creation.

Success is indicated by the message: VirtualSSD Drive"X" was just created.
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2.9 Creating New and Multi-disk VirtualSSDs
Using the VirtualSSD wizard, click the Create Data VirtualSSD button to create a VirtualSSD from drives with no
existing partition structure. Identify which drives are part of the fast media tier by selecting the Fast checkbox
for these drives, and those of the slow media tier devices with the Slow checkbox. For best results, the
members of each tier should have similar performance and size.

Notes:
• The maximum number of pdrives in a single vdrive is sixteen (16), so a VirtualSSD can contain
up to 16 fast and 16 slow pdrives (however, remember a pdrive could be a virtual RAID device
containing more physical devices).
• The maximum number of tdrives on a single host is seven (7), but this total may be less
depending on the license.
• To see the license restrictions on number of drives, capacity, and the RAM cache limit, choose
Change Existing Configuration from the main menu, then click the License button, or use ecmd
--license from the command line.
> ecmd --license
Standard Version Perpetual License
VirtualSSD Enterprise
Max VirtualSSDs: 4
Max capacity for all VirtualSSDs: 256 TiB
Max capacity for all fast tiers: 10240 GiB
Max drives within all VirtualSSDs: 127
Note: Max drives per fast or slow tier is 16
Caching feature enabled up to 8 GB
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2.10 Changing or Deleting a VirtualSSD
Using VirtualSSD, select the Change Existing Configuration option and check the box of the VirtualSSD that you
wish to modify its settings or delete.
WARNING!: Using the Delete option will erase all user data. Ensure data has been backed up before attempting
to delete.

2.11 Creating a VirtualSSD Single Media Tier
A single-drive or multi-drive VirtualSSD with one slow tier is useful for scenarios of quickly allocating fast
performance, where a fast tier can be moved between several VirtualSSDs, while allowing the filesystem to
remain online.
To create a VirtualSSD in single mode, simply select one or more slow devices (you cannot later add a slow tier
to a fast device in Single mode), and click Create. A confirmation to “Create a single drive tier” will appear.
Answering “Yes,” and a single-drive VirtualSSD will be created.

2.12 Copy Tier
Copy tier is a special configuration of Virtual SSD that only uses the capacity of the capacity tier, but active data
is copied to both tiers so that it is fully protected if the fast tier fails. It provides full read acceleration, but
writes occur at the perforamnce of the capcity tier media.
To configure copy tier, choose Create Options from the Create VirtualSSD menu then choose the "Mode" drop
down. Select Tier_Copy.
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3.0 Management Utilities
Enmotus VirtualSSD also includes installation management utilities to assist in managing and validating
operations. This section will provide detail into each aspect of the toolset.

3.1 eLiveMonitor Display
eLiveMonitor is a utility to monitor the disk I/O activity and the relative mapping of the SSD versus HDD
portions of the tiered virtual drive.

An example Region View is shown above and this shows a capacity-based view of the VirtualSSD. To simplify
visualization, both the horizontal and vertical views are segmented into 64 regions, with a configurable view of
the vertical axis as: IOPS (shown), MB/sec, cumulative IOs or cumulative Mbytes.
Each vertical bar (1/64) indicates how much data is placed on fast and slow media segments. The VirtualSSD
moves pages of 4MB and the light blue section indicates the pending promotes for a region. See section 5.11
Displaying Statistics for more detail on this
approach.
The Region View may also contain green and blue
lines with a small horizontal line. This indicates
the write and read activity for each region.
The Activity Display can be selected by tapping the blue square just to the right of “Region View” and it will
allow you to select the “Activity View.”
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Below is an example of the “Activity View” and it provides time-base view of the data transfers on the
VirtualSSD.

The Horizontal axis is time and this can be adjusted between 1 minute to 1 hour. The vertical axis is shown with
with IOPS, but it may be configured to show MB/sec, or cumulative IOPS, cumulative Mbytes or Hit Rate.
The “Activity View“ displays the fast media activity and performance with a red graph and the slow media
activity with a blue graph. There are several options to change the red/blue plots into 4 plots showing the
read/write performance for the slow media as well as the fast media.
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3.2 Shell Extension (ePin)
File pinning allows the user to “pin” (i.e., manually force promotion status for) individual files to the fast or slow
tier. To pin a file using Windows Explorer, simply right-click a file that is located on a tiered volume. The
“VirtualSSD” menu option shows the percentage of the file that is currently tiered on the fast media, with submenus to either promote the file (i.e., send it to the fast media) or demote it (i.e., send it to the slow media) for
a given amount of time (from 1 hour to forever). If the file is currently pinned, a red (promotion) or blue
(demotion) overlay will appear in the corner of the pinned file’s icon. Note: A file must be larger than 4KB to
pin.
Also see 6.0 File Pinning Utility (efile) for pinning using the command line interface.

Figure 6: VirtualSSD Explorer Menu
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3.3 Disk Performance Profile Tool (ePerform)
ePerform is a basic host performance profile tool which samples disk I/O read performance across a selected
volume’s entire addressible range and displays the performance levels for that area of the volume. Any volume
on the host machine can be tested, but if the test is performed on a VirtualSSD, this provides a quick at-a-glance
view of where the fast and slow media is distributed across the volume.
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3.4 VirtualSSD Systray Utility
The VirtualSSD Systray utility provides background monitoring that polls the EnTier Service for changes in
status, any VirtualSSD errors and provides some basic setup options for monitoring.

Figure 7: VirtualSSD Systray

3.4.1 VirtualSSD Activity Monitor Log Files
Enmotus VirtualSSD can also log information every 5 minutes to a CSV format text-based activity log in the
folder (by default): C:\Program Files\Enmotus\Log\Activity\
The feature is disabled by default, but it can be turned on using the Virtual SSD Systray options.
Right-click the Enmotus logo
in the notification area on the right side of the taskbar, near the clock (you
may need to click on the upward-facing arrow on the left side of the notification area to see it, then hover over
the “Activity Logger” menu to display the “Logging” and “Write to file” status.
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4.0 Application Guidelines
4.1 Automated Real-Time, Block Level Tiering
Enmotus VirtualSSD is designed to operate at sub-file level in real-time and it does not have awareness of files
in a system. It only operates at the block level. Statistics are continuously gathered to optimize data placement.
Real-time block-based tiering has several advantages over traditional batch or scheduled tiering:
o
o
o

Only the portions of the files that need to be on the fast storage are moved
Data is moved within seconds or minutes of being accessed, instead of daily or weekly
Once the VirtualSSD is balanced for the storage I/O patterns, it continues to make adjustments as the
access patterns change.

Real-time tiering, especially given the increased availability of more cost-effective SSDs, makes a big difference
to daily workstation and server operations given today’s highly dynamic data environments and increasing use
of unstructured data in everyday business operations.

4.2 Tuning VirtualSSDs
The two primary high level tunable parameters are promote policy and promote rate which load a set of predefined values into the tiering engine. For users wishing to customize these settings directly, see 4.3 Manual
Command Line Promotion Setup below.
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4.2.1 Setting the Promote Policy
Statistics about hosts’ I/O patterns are maintained on a per-page basis (see 4.4 Setting Page Size below).
Table 1: IO and Block Policy Settings
Policy Setting

Description

Read IO*

Promotes data based on the frequency of read requests per page

Read & Write IO

Promotes data based on the frequency of read and write requests per page

Read Blocks

Promotes data based on amount of data read per page

Read & Write Blocks

Promotes data based on amount of data read and written per page

* Default Setting

4.2.2 Setting the Promote Rate
The promote rate setting specifies how often data is moved, and at what activity thresholds. These settings may
be adjusted to fit the anticipated load levels. Four levels are provided, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Promote Rate Aggressive, Normal and Slow Parameters
User Setting

Promote Threshold Per Page
(for IO policies)

Promote Threshold Per Page
(for block policies)

Scan Cycle Time

Max Page Promotes
Per Cycle

Aggressive*

1 I/Os

1 MB

2 sec

32

Normal

4 I/Os

4 MB

8 sec

16

Slow

50 I/Os

50 MB

60 sec

2

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Off
* Default Setting
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4.2.3 Recommended Settings by Server Application
Table 3 includes recommended application settings. Typical application profiles include database, email and
web server configurations.
Table 3: Recommended Settings by Application
Application Profile

Traffic Type

Promote Policy

Promote Rate

Small Business Server - General

Random Unstructured

Read IO*

Aggressive*

Database Server - Read Intensive

Random Unstructured

Read IO*

Normal or Aggressive

Database Server - Frequent Updates

Random Unstructured

Read & Write IO

Normal or Aggressive

Database Server - Medium-Large File

Sequential/Random Mix

Read & Write Blocks

Normal or Aggressive

Exchange/Sharepoint Server

Random Unstructured

Read IO*

Normal or Aggressive

VDI Server

Medium-Large Streaming

Read Blocks

Aggressive*

General Host Virtual Server

Medium-Large Streaming

Read Blocks

Normal or Aggressive

Large File/Video Server

Large Streaming

Read & Write Blocks

Aggressive*

“Big Data” Storage Server

Random Unstructured

Read IO*

Normal or Aggressive

Unified Storage Server (Windows)

Random Unstructured

Read IO*

Normal or Aggressive

* Default Setting
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4.3 Manual Command Line Promotion Setup
Table 5 lists available command line options. It is recommended to experimentation with offline or nonproduction environments to ensure minimal disruption.
To run the commands, open a Command Prompt or Windows PowerShell window (with Administrator
privileges). Also see 5.0 Command Line later in this document.
Table 4: Advanced Command Line Configuration Options
Description

Promote
Policy

Command Line Syntax

ecmd --policy {rdio*, rwio, rdblock, rwblock} drive<N>

Example

ecmd --policy rdblock drive3

ecmd --promote {aggressive*, normal, slow} drive<N>

Promote
Rate*

(where <N> is the number of the tiered device in the Disk
Management tool, or found in ecmd --list)
ecmd --promote <P> drive<N>

Promote
Threshold

Scan Cycle
Time

(where <P> is the threshold value in I/Os or sectors, depending
on the promote policy setting)
ecmd --scantime <time>{s,m,h}

(where s=seconds, m=minutes, h=hours)

ecmd --promote aggressive drive3

ecmd --promote 100 drive3

(100 I/Os per page with an IO policy or
100×512=51,200 bytes with a block policy)
ecmd --scantime 5m

(scan every 5 minutes)

* Sets both Promote Threshold and Scan Cycle Time, as well as Max Promotes per cycle (see Table 2)
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4.4 Setting Page Size
4.4.1 General Settings
The page size for a VirtualSSD is set at the time of creation and cannot be changed. The size of the page
determines a number of operating parameters within the tiering engine such as:
•
•
•
•

Level and number of statistics that are maintained across the volume
The level of activity for the amount of data read or written
The amount of data moved per promote cycle
The amount of system RAM required to maintain the runtime statistics tables

The default setting is the maximum, 4 megabytes per page, and should be appropriate for most applications,
however best results are highly dependent on the hardware and user environment. It may be desirable to
change the page size to a smaller amount (for general guidelines, see Table 5 below), or to set it to a multiple of
an underlying RAID stripe size. See the next section for instructions on setting custom page sizes.
Table 5: General Page Size Recommendations
Page Size
(bytes)

General Usage Guidelines

4 MB*

•
•

Volumes ≥ 50TB
Large File Based Applications, e.g., Video Servers or Virtual Desktop Servers

1–2 MB

•
•

Volumes 10-50TB
Medium to Large File Based Applications

512 KB

•
•

Volumes 5-10TB
Small/Medium File Based Applications

64–256 KB

•
•

Volumes < 5TB
Small File Based Applications

* Default Setting
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4.4.2 Aligning with RAID Stripe Sizes
VirtualSSDs default to a page size of 4 MB. This is a highly effective size for most applications, but in a RAID
environment where absolute maximum performance is desired, the pagesize can be adjusted to align with the
RAID stripe size. Aligment can be made with either the fast or slow media tier, but alignment to the fast media
RAID stripe is the most important. Page size can be set at the time of VirtualSSD creation using the Create
Options of the VirtualSSD utility, or prior to creating by using the ecmd “--pagesize <size>” command where
<size> can be in bytes, kilobytes (ending in K) or megabytes (ending in M), and must be a multiple of 128KB.
Examples of well-aligned systems are as follows:
1. 6-drive RAID6, 128KB stripe element per drive
Number of data drives: 4 (i.e., 6 - 2 parity)
Full stripe size:
4 × 128KB = 512KB
Recommended pagesize: (default), 2MB, 1MB or 512KB
2. 8-drive RAID5, 256KB stripe element per drive
Number of data drives: 7 (i.e., 8 - 1 parity)
Full stripe size:
7 × 256KB = 1792KB
Recommended pagesize: 3584KB or 1792KB
See Table 6 for options for RAID5 and RAID6 systems with 64KB, 128KB, or 256KB stripe sizes.
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Table 6: Page Size Recommendations for RAID Systems

RAID Stripe Size →

64KB

128KB

256KB

Total Drives
in
RAID6 set

Total Drives in
RAID5 set

Data Bearing
Drives
Enmotus Page Enmotus Page Enmotus Page
(RAID0/1)
Size (KB)
Size (KB)
Size (KB)

4

3

2

4096*

4096*

4096*

5

4

3

4032

3840

3840

6

5

4

4096*

4096*

4096*

7

6

5

3840

3840

3840

8

7

6

3840

3840

3072

9

8

7

4032

3584

3584

10

9

8

4096*

4096*

4096*

11

10

9

4032

3456

2304

12

11

10

3840

3840

2560

13

12

11

3520

2816

2816

14

13

12

3840

3072

3072

15

14

13

3328

3328

3328

16

15

14

3584

3584

3584

17

16

15

3840

3840

3840

18

17

16

4096*

4096*

4096*

* Default Setting
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4.5 Virtual Map Initialization Settings
During the VirtualSSD creation process, it is possible to set the order of the logical block addressing of fast and
slow devices.

LBA 0

Fast
Device
Slow
Device
Slow
Device
Fast
Device
Fast_first

Fast Device
80%

Slow
Device

Fast Device
20%

Fast_last

Fast
Device
Visible LUN Range

Visible LUN Range

LBA Max

Fast_part

Slow
Device

Invisible
LUN Range

As the operating system places data to a volume, it typically creates files in the lower addressable area of a
drive. For Hence, for an empty tiered volume using the Fast First (default) setting, data will be initially copied to
the fast tier devices. Using Fast Last, files will initially be created in the slow tier devices. The former means that
data is “pre-warmed” at data create/copy/move. The latter means that data is initially stored on the slow tier
until it is promoted.

Slow
Device

Fast
Device
Reserve_first
Copy_first

Reserve_last
Copy_last

Figure 8: Initial Tier Mapping Options
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Table 7: Initial Tiered Map Setting
Initial Map Setting

Description

Typical Usage

Fast First*

Fast media (e.g. SSD) is mapped to
the first logical area of the
VirtualSSD, occupying the lower
addressible range.

Fast warming. Applications where it is desired to have SSD
performance immediately until the capacity of the SSD has been fully
utilized.

Fast Last

Low media (e.g. HDD) is mapped to
the first logical area of the
VirtualSSD and the fast media is
placed at the end of the volume.

Fast Split

20% of the fast tier is mapped to the
first logical block, followed by the
complete slow tier, with the
remaining 80% of the fast tier
placed at the end of the tiered
volume.

Depending on the policy setting, all data is first copied to the slow
tier (HDD) and only migrated to the SSD if subsequently read.
Works well with data sets larger than the SSD size and the user
wishes to selectively promote only the active portions of the data
after it is copied to the tiered drive.
A mix of the above, and especially useful for larger SSDs where only
part of the data should be pre-warmed after initial create, and the
larger portion goes to the hard drive.
Also has the effect of setting an initial 80% of the SSD as a resource
pool of fast storage that gets assigned to the active data as it is used.

*=Default Setting

This setting is usually only observable during the initial use period. Mapping will change based on the relative
activity, and promote settings as data is optimized.
LBA Max

LBA Max
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Slow
Device

Fast
Device
LBA 0

Fast
Device

Slow
Device

LBA 0
Initial
Fast_first

time

Initial
fast_last
Slow_first

High activity

time
High activity

Figure 9: Fast First vs. Fast Last Initial Mapping Over Time
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4.6 Adding a DRAM Cache
A 2, 4 or 8 GB RAM cache may be added to or deleted from the first VirtualSSD (“T00”) using ecmd or
VirtualSSD at any time. The cache can add performance for some workloads, but not all. The cache will
populate data from read and write commands, and all write operations are written-through to the drive to
provide full data integrity.
With VirtualSSD, when creating the VirtualSSD, use the Create Options button and make a selection from the
RAM Cache dropdown. After creation, the Change Existing Configuration option allows the tier to be modified.

4.7 File Pinning
Using the file pinning feature in Windows Explorer, it is possible to move specific files to a specific tier. This may
be valuable in scenarios where there is a predefined time period when data needs to be in a faster, or slower
tier.
Examples might include locking database index files to the fast tier in highly active systems, or locking files to
the slow tier that may be frequently accessed, but are not important enough to be promoted.
Also see 6.0 File Pinning Utility (efile) for pinning using the command line interface.
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4.8 Monitoring Virtual SSDs
There are several options available for monitoring storage activity of tiered. One of the easiest ways to see how
a fast tier has adapted to activity levels, and visualize the layout of data with respect to the fast-slow
distribution. The percentage of fast pages mapped to a given region of the volume are highlighted in the
“Region View” of the VirtualSSD Monitor utility

Figure 10: Viewing Fast Tier Mapping and Activity Information
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5.0 Command Line
Configuration may be managed with the “ecmd” command line utility. All commands require that a Windows
Command window or PowerShell window with administrator privileges.

5.1 Listing System Devices
The following command lists the currently available devices in the system
> ecmd --list

An example output is as follows:
> ecmd --list
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
System drives:
Device
Vendor
ProductId
Rev
GiB
-------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive0
SanDisk
SD5SF2256G
10.04.00
238
Drive1
WDCWD50
00AADS-00S9B0
01.00A01
465
Drive2
WDCWD50
00AVDS-63U7B1
01.00A01
465
*Drive3
ST310005
24AS
JC4B
931
Drive4
TOSHIBA
MQ01ABD100
AX001A
931
Drive5
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive6
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive7
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive8
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive9
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive10
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive11
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive12
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive13
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive14
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive15
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive16
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive17
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
185
Drive18
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
185
Drive19
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
92
Enmotus pdrives:
ID ST T V NAME

PRODUCTID

REV

SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
AVAIL
USED
GiB
=======================================================================

Boot drives marked with an asterisk (*). These drives are not available to configure with. Also note that in this
example, a SAS RAID adapter is in use. Virtual RAID volumes will appear similarly.
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Additional options available for the --list command are:
>
>
>
>

ecmd
ecmd
ecmd
ecmd

--list
--list
--list
--list

tdrives
luns
vdrives
pdrives

lists all tiered VirtualSSDs
lists the tdrives that are attached/mounted
lists all Enmotus virtual drives (each fast or slow tier is one vdrive)
lists the individual captured drives loaded into the tiering engine
(note this is included at the bottom of the standard --list command)

5.2 Creating and Deleting VirtualSSDs
To create a tiered drive, use the following general command:
> ecmd --create <fast drive> <slow drive>

Up to 4 tiered volumes may be created in this manner. To remove all tiered drives and return all captured drives
to the operating system, use the following general command:
> ecmd --delete_all

or
> ecmd --delete drive<N>

to delete a specific VirtualSSD (<N>=the drive number identified in --list).
WARNING!: the delete command will erase all tiering and user volume information.
For example, creating a basic 2-drive tier using drive1 and drive2 from the --list command, use the following:
> ecmd --create drive1 drive2

where
drive1 is the fast tier device, e.g., SSD or SSD RAID devices
drive2 is the slow tier device, e.g., HDD or HDD RAID devices
Note: Always list the fast drive first. Though the software will inform you if the first device is clearly slower than
the first, if the two devices have similar characteristics, the software will default to using the first as the fast tier,
when possible.
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The following is an example of what is displayed during a successful creation process:
> ecmd --create drive1 drive2
Testing drive performance...
Drive1 read 1024 Kbytes in 1 ms at 1000.00 Mbytes/sec
Drive2 read 1024 Kbytes in 16 ms at 62.50 Mbytes/sec
Drive added successfully
Drive added successfully
Creating new tiered drive
Initializing pdrive[0]
Initialized pdrive[0] Drive1 ok
Creating vdrive: mode=15 (left=2) f=0
Assigned vdrive number 0
vdrive[0]: partition 0 added to pdrive[0] Drive1
vdrive[0] Created Successfully:
Size : 126GiB, 264241152 Sectors
Mode : Single
Page Size : 8192 (2000h) sectors, 4194304KBytes
Total Pages : 32256 (7E00h)
Sector Size : 512
Assigned Tier : Unassigned
Initializing pdrive[1]
Initialized pdrive[1] Drive2 ok
Creating vdrive: mode=15 (left=1) f=0
Assigned vdrive number 1
vdrive[1]: partition 0 added to pdrive[1] Drive2
vdrive[1] Created Successfully:
Size : 498GiB, 1044381696 Sectors
Mode : Single
Page Size : 8192 (2000h) sectors, 4194304KBytes
Total Pages : 127488 (1F200h)
Sector Size : 512
Assigned Tier : Unassigned
Creating tdrive: mode=32
Setting up the tdrive using sector size 512 page size 8192 sectors ...
vdrive[0] uses SSD in fast tier
vdrive[1] uses SSD in slow tier
tdrive[0]: 497 GiB sectors=1044365312 (3E3FC000h) Sectorsize=512 Mode=32
: Active Pages=127486 (1F1FEh) Max Pages=159742 (26FFEh)
Total Memory Allocated for tdrive[0]: 23606656 bytes, 22MB
Initializing vdrive Page Maps for tdrive[0], Init Mode = 7 ...
Updating metadata on all initialized disks...
Registered hlun[0] with host system:
ID
: Enmotus T00 VirtualSSD
Serialnum
: 9b468980
Rev
: P004
Size
: 497GiB, 1044365312 Sectors
Sector Size : 512 Physical Sector Size : 512
Attached tdrive[0] as block device
T00 VirtualSSD successfully created
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Using the --list command again, a new tiered volume is seen added to the list of available drives, and additional
information identifying the captured pdrives (also note the “>” character preceding pdrives in the drive list).
> ecmd --list
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
System drives:
Device
Vendor
ProductId
Rev
GiB
------------------------------------------------------------------------->Drive0
SanDisk
SD5SF2256G
10.04.00
238
Drive1
WDCWD50
00AADS-00S9B0
01.00A01
465
Drive2
WDCWD50
00AVDS-63U7B1
01.00A01
465
*Drive3
ST310005
24AS
JC4B
931
Drive4
TOSHIBA
MQ01ABD100
AX001A
931
Drive5
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive6
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive7
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive8
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
>Drive9
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive10
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive11
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive12
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive13
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive14
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive15
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive16
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
3725
Drive17
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
185
Drive18
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
185
Drive19
LSI.....
MR9260-4i.......
2.13
92
Drive20
ENMOTUS
T00 VirtualSSD
A017
3959
Enmotus pdisks:
ID ST T V NAME

SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
AVAIL
USED
GiB
=======================================================================
1 2 0 0 Drive0
SanDisk SD5SF225 10.0 0
1d8f2000
238
9 2 0 1 Drive9
MR9260-4i....... 2.13 0
1d1700000
3725
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5.4 Creating Single Drive VirtualSSDs
A single drive VirtualSSD may be created as follows:
> ecmd --create single drive<N>

A Single mode VirtualSSD may then be upgraded later to a full tiered device by adding a fast tier device or SSD
with the --convert tiered command. Note that VirtualSSDs created this way will be in Reserve mode, though
they could be converted again to Full Tier.
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5.5 Creating Multi-disk VirtualSSDs
Multi-disk tiers allow drives to be combined in either striped (performance) or linear concatenated modes
directly without the use of an external RAID controller or software. The user must first create the individual
virtual drives (vdrives) before tiering them.
The --create command can use two vdrives as its arguments instead of raw block devices. In this case, the
vdrives need to be pre-configured prior to being placed into a tier. The command for creating a vdrive from
pdrive components is:
> ecmd --create vdrive drive<L> [drive<M> drive<N> ...] [<mode>]

Up to a maximum of 16 devices may be combined in a pool. Valid <mode>s are linear (i.e., concatenated, the
default) and stripe.
As an example, the following command:
> ecmd --create vdrive drive5 drive6 drive7 drive9 drive10 stripe

creates a 6-drive striped vdrive, using drives 5-10.
Note: this is equivalent to Raid 0(zero) and does not provide any additional data protection.

Once the vdrives have been created, the general command for creating a tiered volume from vdrive
components is:
> ecmd --create vdrive<P> vdrive<Q> [<initial map>]

where vdrive <P> and <Q> are vdrives created using the --create vdrive command described above, and the
<initial map> options are the same as the single drive per tier. See the next section for a description of options.
Here is an example of a multi-disk VirtualSSD create command:
> ecmd --create vdrive0 vdrive2 fast_last

creates a new tdrive using vdrive 0 and 1, with vdrive 0 as the fast tier, set at the end of the LBA range.
The index number of the vdrives to be used can be found using the --list vdrive (in the “ID” column) or --list
pdrive (in the “V” column) commands described earlier.

5.6 Adjusting The Initial Map Settings
5.6.1 Full Tier modes
In all of the above examples, the SSD (or fast tiered device), will be Full Tier and is mapped to the new tiered
drive’s LBA 0 address. We refer to this as Fast First (see Figure 8 in 4.5 Virtual Map Initialization Settings,
above). As a drive usually gets filled up first starting with its LBA 0 address, this is often the optimal way to use
the tiered drive. This will of course change, but the automated tiering software will adjust the map.
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In some cases, it is useful to place the SSD at the end of the virtual tiered volume’s LBA range (Fast Last).
> ecmd --create drive1 drive2 fast_last

5.6.2 Reserve modes
For initial mapping, the fast and slow devices capacities are fully utilized. If the SSD is expected to be removed
at some point in the future and replaced with an updated device (or removed altogether), the Reserve mapping
ensures that only the slow tier is counted toward the total usable capacity so the user volume will be
unaffected by the removal (still available to the OS, without interruption.)
Create using the reserve mode as follows:
> ecmd --create drive1 drive2 reserve

The reserve option is Fast First. If you want to place the SSD at the end of the LBA (Fast Last), use reserve_last:
> ecmd --create drive1 drive2 reserve_last

5.6.3 Converting between modes
Note, it is possible to convert from the full capacity modes to reserve mode and vice versa. See the --convert
option described in the Advanced command line section below, 7.2.1 Converting to Reserve Mode.

5.7 Version Information
The following is used to display version information about the software:
> ecmd --version

If a perpetual license is used, something similar to the following will be displayed:
Enmotus VirtualSSD Version (c) 2019 Rev: 1.4.0.20170 Feb 13 2019 16:09:16
Enmotus Virtual Miniport
Perpetual license

If trial software is being used, --version will show the following:
Enmotus VirtualSSD Version (c) 2019 Rev: 1.4.0.20170 Feb 13 2019 16:09:16
Trial Version NOT for production use
Enmotus Virtual Miniport
Evaluation time left: 29 days
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5.8 General Status Information
The following command shows the current VirtualSSD status and devices present in the system: (hard to
decipher??)
> ecmd --status

An example status output follows:
>

ecmd --status
EnTier Host MicroTiering Engine, Version 1.2.3.12316
Tiered Disks
: 1 (2 max)
Physical Disks
: 2 total, 2 used (7 max)
Global Mode
: MicroTiered
Global Tiering
: Enabled
Global Scan Timer
: 2 seconds
License Status
: Good
Total Capacity
: 623 GiB/32 TiB (Available: 31 TiB)
Fast Capacity
: 126 GiB/32 TiB (Available: 31 TiB)
Page Map Memory
: 22 MBytes (23053 KBytes)
Enmotus Host Luns:
ID ST TYPE
T NAME

PRODUCTID

SIZE
SECT RAM
FAST RSVD
GiB
SIZE CACHE PAGES PAGES
=========================================================================
0 OK tdrive 0 Drive4
T00 VirtualSSD
623
512 OFF
20%
--

Enmotus tdrives:
ID ST NAME

SIZE M
VD
IN PLCY ----------- PROMOTE -------GiB
THR NEW
COUNT
PPS DIV
==============================================================================
0 OK T00 VirtualSSD
623
T
0, 1 FF RDIO
1 0
1
16 0

Enmotus vdrives:
ID ST CFG T D SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
M STR RQ CONFIG
AVAIL
CONFIG
GiB
======================================================================
0 0 2
0 0 fc00000
fc00000
126
15
0 0 Tiered
1 0 2
0 1 3e400000
3e400000
498
15
0 0 Tiered
Enmotus pdrives:
ID ST T V NAME

PRODUCTID

REV

SECTORS
SECTORS
SIZE
AVAIL
USED
GiB
=======================================================================
0 2 0 0 Drive1
VMwareVirtualS
1.0 0
fc00000
128
1 2 0 1 Drive2
VMwareVirtualS
1.0 0
3e400000
500

The status information codes for the tdrives are as follows:
ID:
ST:
M:
VD:
IN:

PLCY:
THR:
NEW:
COUNT:
PPS:
DIV:
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The internal ID number used by the tiering software for the tiered volume, e.g., tdrive t=0
Status: 1 = Mounted and OK, F0 = failed, FE = detached from LUN
tdrive Mode: T = Tiering Mode, X = Tiering disabled, S = Single Tier Mode. vdrives: DDF RAID mode
vdrives used in tier: <x>, <y> = fast vdrive ID, slow vdrive ID
Initial Map (that the tier was created with): FF = fast_first, SF = fast_last [slow first], FP = fast_split [fast part] (i.e., 20% fast first),
RF = reserve first, RL = reserve last, S = single, CU = custom map [created preserving data] (will be equivalent to fast last if the
preserved data was on the HDD, and fast first if the preserved data was on the SSD)
Tiering policy: RDIO = read I/Os, RWIO = read+write I/Os, RBLK = read blocks, RWBK = read+write blocks
Promote Threshold: The number of I/Os (if I/O policy set) or amount of blocks/sectors (if block-based policy is set)
New promote pages on the slow tier identified in the last scan or partial scan (may fluctuate depending on mode and breadth
of scanning
Total number of pages promoted to the tier so far (multiply by page size to get total amount of data moved)
Current page promotes permitted per scan.
Scan time divider: 0 = same as global scan time, 1 = skip 1 cycle, 2 = skip 2 cycles, etc.
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5.9 Changing Promote Policies
The default promote policy is to promote on activity based on read I/Os requests only. This is sufficient for most
applications. However, it may be necessary to change this to accommodate either write activity or block level
activity. See 4.0 Application Guidelines above for more details.
The following commands are available:
> ecmd --policy

rdio drive<N>
rwio drive<N>
rdblock drive<N>
rwblock drive<N>

promote decisions are based on read I/O frequency only (default)
promote decisions are based on read and write I/O frequency
promote decisions are based on read block volume activity
promote decisions are based on read and write block volume activity

where <N> is the drive number shown in --list for the tiered volume.
Example usage: Change the policy to a read-plus-write I/O activity based decision, use:
> ecmd --policy rwio drive6

5.10 Changing Promote Rates
Mode options for each of the modes include:
> ecmd --promote

aggressive [drive<N>] enables increased promote rate, with relatively low activity levels
required to promote data
normal [drive<N>]
enables normal promote rates adequate for most applications
(default)
slow [drive<N>]
enables slower than normal promote rates with longer time
intervals between promote
off [drive<N>]
turns promotes off (if no drive is specified, switches global value)
on [drive<N>]
turns promotes back on (if no drive is specified, switches global
value)

In addition, it is possible set raw threshold values for the promote engine which correspond to specific IOPS or
block activity thresholds. The general command is:
> ecmd --promote <P> drive<N>

where <P> is the specific threshold value to start promoting data. The value’s unit depends on the policy
setting. For example, if the policy is set to read-only, then P specifies the total number of I/Os that must be
achieved for a page to promote or if set to a block-based policy (see below), then P is the number of sectors for
that page.
For example, to change a drive6 with read I/O policy set to promote data once 20 I/Os have occurred in any
particular tiered page, the following commands are used:
> ecmd --promote 20 drive6
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5.11 Displaying Statistics
The tiering engine divides the tiered volume (tdrive)
into a series of pages which are set up during the
create process.

LBA=0

Given there are often several millions of pages per
tiered volume, it is not practical to show statistics on a
per page basis. At the command line level, the tiering
engine allows the user to display information on a
summarized page-region basis where each region
represents 1/64th of the overall tiered volume. For
each region, which may consist of several thousand
pages, the use is able to display read, write or block
activity as well as determine current mapping
information e.g. determine which parts of the tiered
volume an SSD-based tier is mapped to.

Tiered Volume
Presented to
Host

LBA=max

Nx Page Regions
0
1
2
3
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
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.
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Figure 11: Page Regions for Displaying Stats

The following commands are available to support
display of key operating statistics:
ecmd --stats promote_queue drive<N>
ecmd --stats promote_hist drive<N>
ecmd --stats count drive<N>
ecmd --stats map drive<N>
ecmd
ecmd
ecmd
ecmd

--stats
--stats
--stats
--stats

hostio drive<N>
off drive<N>
on drive<N>
convert drive<N>

displays the current prioritized page activity list for tiered drive<N>
(find N from --list drive number)
displays recent promote activity
displays high level read, write and block counts across the tiered
volume page regions
displays high level fast and slow tier distribution across the tiered
volume page regions
displays high level host I/O statistics
turns off the statistics counters (useful during formats)
turns the statistics counters back on
display status of any current convert operation

5.11.1 Host and Metadata I/O Activity Summary
A useful command for checking total activity to each virtual drive within the tier (i.e., fast/tier 0 and slow/tier1)
is the --stats hostio option. An example output for an active tier is shown in the table below, displaying the total
number of reads and writes made to each of the tiers at the block layer.
From this, we can see clearly where the data is being written to the device, including hidden/metadata traffic
(i.e. non-user) as well as a summary of the total requests by size. Furthermore, it is also possible to see the total
number of trim commands written to the device, where supported.
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> ecmd --stats hostio drive5
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
Getting statistics for drive5 (tdisk 0)
tdrive[0] Host-Metadata access counts:
Reads
Writes
Fast Tier (0), Drive4:
Host I/Os
: 124004
22173
Host MBs
: 7668028
968096
Metadata I/Os : 18621
13230
Metadata MBs : 2700364
2584260
Slow Tier (1), Drive2:
Host I/Os
: 3479
Host MBs
: 102798
Metadata I/Os : 18606
Metadata MBs : 2696437

1150
194555
13230
2584260

tdrive[0] Host Total IOs by Size:
Reads
<=4K
59895
<=32K
34597
<=128K
32140
<=1M
0
>1M
0

Writes
13190
5254
4773
0
0

tdrive[0] Host Total Trim Commands: 0

5.11.2 Page Region View of Fast/SSD Placement
The --stats map command allows indicates where a fast tier is mapped. This is the same data as presented in
the eLiveMonitor graphical utility. An example command is illustrated on the next page.
Most of the numbers presented are absolute hexadeximal numbers of pages that are mapped to each 1/64th of
the total volume.
The page region size, in this example 7913 pages or 30 GB, displays region capacity. The first page, region 0,
represents the first 30GB of the tiered volume starting at LBA 0, and is represented as a percent. The number
of tiered pages on each tier (Tier0 being the fast tier) is shown as a hexadecimal number. By default, each page
is 4 MB in size. Notice that Region 0, for example, has 38% of its pages allocated to the SSD(??).
The “+” sign next to the region number indicates that there are sufficient “cold” pages within that region for it
to be a target for demotes. The “>” symbol next to the percentage value in region 0 tells us that the tiering
engine is presently using that region as its low activity pool, i.e. this is where data is actively being exchanged
with high activity regions from the slow tier. This is a result of region 0 having the highest weight (as shown in
the 5th column).
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> ecmd --stats map drive5
Ecmd will now do drive discovery, this can take a while.
Getting statistics for drive5 (tdisk 0)
Enmotus tdrive[0] Pagemap Log:
Page Regions
: 64
Page Region Size
: 7913 pages (30 GiB)
Promote Pool Region : 0
Pool vPage0 Minimum : 468 (1d4h)
---- pages ------- pages ---RGN
%
Tier0
Tier1
WT
RGN
%
Tier0
Tier1
WT
==============================================================================
[ 0]+ 38%> bc7
1322
17c
[ 1]+ 27% 865
1684
10e
[ 2]+ 33% a75
1474
14a
[ 3]+ 19% 5f7
18f2
be
[ 4]+ 18% 5ae
193b
b4
[ 5]+ 22% 715
17d4
dc
[ 6]
0% 10
1ed9
0
[ 7]
0% 1
1ee8
0
[ 8]
0% 1
1ee8
0
[ 9]+ 6% 1f2
1cf7
3c
[10]
5% 1a4
1d45
32
[11]
0% 27
1ec2
0
[12]
0% 15
1ed4
0
[13]+ 9% 2f9
1bf0
5a
[14]+ 10% 318
1bd1
64
[15]
3% fa
1def
1e
[16]
4% 154
1d95
28
[17]
2% d3
1e16
14
[18]+ 27% 898
1651
10e
[19]+ 17% 58e
195b
aa
[20]+ 7% 233
1cb6
46
[21]
4% 15f
1d8a
28
[22]
3% 11e
1dcb
1e
[23]+ 8% 2ae
1c3b
50
[24]+ 19% 60c
18dd
be
[25]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[26]+ 13% 40a
1adf
82
[27]+ 20% 670
1879
c8
[28]+ 16% 528
19c1
a0
[29]
4% 17e
1d6b
28
[30]+ 20% 671
1878
c8
[31]
0% 1
1ee8
0
[32]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[33]
5% 1b8
1d31
32
[34]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[35]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[36]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[37]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[38]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[39]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[40]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[41]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[42]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[43]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[44]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[45]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[46]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[47]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[48]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[49]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[50]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[51]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[52]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[53]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[54]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[55]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[56]
0% 3
1ee6
0
[57]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[58]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[59]
0% 2
1ee7
0
[60]
2% ed
1dfc
14
[61]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[62]
0% 0
1ee9
0
[63]
2% e2
1e07
14

5.12 Setting Page Size
The tiering engine uses a default global page size of 4 MB. To setup a tiered drive with a different page size,
prior to creating the tiered drive, reset the global page size using:
> ecmd --pagesize <value>[{K, M}]

where a valid value is any value that is a multiple of 64 KB between 128 KB and 4 MB, and optional unit may be
K or M.
Example:
> ecmd --pagesize 1M
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All tdrives created after this setting is made will use the new global value, however previously created tdrives
will continue to use their old value. It is not possible to convert between page sizes once a tdrive has been
created without re-creating the tdrive. See 4.4 Setting Page Size above for more information about page sizes
and aligning RAID stripe size.

5.13 Installing and Managing Licenses
Following installation of the software, a trial period automatically begins. If the trial period expires, hot data will
no longer tier to the fast device. In order to continue, an activation key must be obtained from an authorized
seller.
The license may be activated one of two ways: either via an online activation process that handshakes with the
Enmotus license server via the Internet, or an offline process if the system is being activated without an
Internet connection. Either launch the VirtualSSD wizard or use the following ecmd commands.
5.13.1 Online Activation Process
This is the simplest method for activating the license, but the server being licensed requires an active Internet
connection. Using an Administrator console, use the command:
> ecmd –license
ABCD-EFGH-IJKL-MNOP

The current license status may be checked as follows:
> ecmd --license

5.13.2. Offline Activation Process
For an offline activation, the following steps are required:
1. Using an Administrator console on the machine being licensed, use the command:
> ecmd --license ABCD-EFGH-IJKL-MNOP --offline

2. A local file will be generated. Copy this file to an Internet-connected machine, and attach the file to an
e-mail to Enmotus or your sales representative.
3. A file will be returned which must be copied back to the machine being licensed.
4. The license may then be activated by typing the following command:
> ecmd --license <pathname/filename_returned> --activate

5.13.3 Checking License Status
Once successfully installed, the license status may be checked as follows:
> ecmd --license

5.13.4 Returning a License
To remove the license from a computer so that it can be used on a different machine, it can be returned to the
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license server using the following command:
> ecmd --license return

Use the --offline option and follow the instructions to e-mail a code to Enmotus if no Internet connection is
available from the computer.
5.13.5 Resetting a License
It may be necessary to reset a license if for some reason license has become corrupt. Use the following
command to reset the existing license and attempt to repair the local license.
> ecmd --license reset

Note, only use this option to repair a license that may be broken or reset to a new hardware configuration. If
you wish to return a license, use the license return command.
5.13.6 Using a Local License Server
Please contact Enmotus for additional details.

5.14 Adding and Removing a RAM Cache
Once a VirtualSSD has been created, adding a 2, 4 or 8 GB RAM cache is accomplished using:
> ecmd --create cache drive<N> {2G, 4G, 8G}

To remove the RAM cache, use:
> ecmd --delete cache drive<N>
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6.0 File Pinning Utility (efile)
Included with the full Enterprise version of Enmotus VirtualSSD is the ability to pin files to the fast or slow tiers
with the efile program. Use the following to get command help information:
> efile --help

To promote a file to the fast tier or demote it to the slow tier, from an Administrator Command Prompt or
PowerShell window, use the following syntax:
> efile {--promote, --demote} <file1> [<file2> <file3> ...]

For example, to promote the file “The Picture.jpg” in the current directory to the fast tier, type the following:
> efile --promote "The Picture.jpg"

This will force occupied pages to be added to the instant promote queue and will be locked to the fast tier.
Note, for paths and file names containing spaces (such as the file above), make sure the entire path and
filename is placed between open and close parentheses, e.g., “C:\Website Images\The Picture.jpg”
The option --demote has the opposite effect and pins the file to the slow tier.
> efile --demote "The Picture.jpg"

To see how much of a file is tiered up to the fast tier, use the --mapping option which displays the file extent
information and the percentage tiered amount. 0% tiered indicates the file is entirely on the slow tier.
Once pinned, the file will stay in place and be tracked to ensure if the file system moves the file for any reason,
it will stay on the fast or slow tier. To display which files are currently being tracked, use --list. To unpin one or
more files from this state, use the --release option (or --release-all to unpin all files).
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7.0 Advanced ecmd Features
7.1 Attach and Detach from Host
It is sometimes useful for debug purposes to detach (i.e., unmount) a VirtualSSD without destroying the tier, or
to forcibly reattach a broken tdrive to a host LUN for diagnostic purposes.
The following commands are used:
> ecmd --detach drive<N>

unmount VirtualSSD with drive number <N>

> ecmd --detach t=<T>

unmount tdrive T (where <T> is the tdrive ID, not the drive
number), e.g., --detach t=0

> ecmd --attach t=<T> [--force]

mount the tdrive again if currently set to Offline. It will not
have a drive number in this state, so you must use t=<T> syntax as above. Use the --force option if the drive is in an error
state.

or

7.2 Removing/Adding a Fast Device
Using the --convert option, it is possible to remove and add fast tier devices to the tier.
Note that adding or removing a slow tier is not yet supported.
7.2.1 Converting to Reserve Mode
In order to support fast tier removal, the device must be created in or first converted to Reserve mode.
If the tier is not already in this mode, to convert it from one of the full capacity modes (Fast First, Fast Last or
Fast Split) to Reserve, use the reserve keyword. For example:
> ecmd --convert drive6 reserve

Since capacity is being removed from the VirtualSSD, this will result in a reduction in the physical disk size by
approximately the size of the fast tiered device(s). If there are any active partitions, the command will also
attempt to reduce the size of the last partition to accommodate the change. However, if the partition cannot be
reduced in size because it is too full, sufficient disk space must first be cleared before attempting a conversion
to Reserve mode.
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7.2.2 Removing the Fast Device from the Tiered Drive
Removal of the fast tier device is performed as follows:
> ecmd --convert drive<N> single

Important: Removal of the SSD leaves the Single mode VirtualSSD in a virtualized state that still requires the
Enmotus VirtualSSD software. Complete removal of the metadata from a previously tiered VirtualSSD is not
yet supported.
This may take some time as any active pages mapped to the fast tier device must first be relocated back to the
slow tier device. Once fully migrated, the fast tier device is now free for other use or may be removed from the
system. The VirtualSSD remains in Single mode (indicated by an S in the “M” [mode] column in the “Enmotus
tdrives” section of --status).
7.2.3 Adding a New Fast Tier Device
For a VirtualSSD in Single mode, a fast tier device (or a vdrive pool of fast tier devices) may be added by first
creating a standalone vdrive, then adding this vdrive to the single mode tiered drive. For example, if we have an
SSD as Drive4 and the single tiered drive is Drive2, then the following command sequence will first convert
Drive4 to a vdrive (in this case, it becomes vdrive3), then add the two drives together to create a tiered
VirtualSSD in Reserve mode:
> ecmd --create vdrive drive4
> ecmd --convert drive2 tiered vdrive3

7.3 Resetting a Loaded Tiered Drive Map and Statistics
To reset a tiered volume’s statistics gathering only, without changing the data configuration on the tdrive, use
the following:
> ecmd --reset stats drive<N>

resets a tdrive’s statistics only.

The above command may be used on a running tiered volume as the virtual mapping is not changed by the
reset command.

7.4 Checking Integrity of Tiered Drive Metadata
The tiering engine automatically checks the state of the metadata on each drive in the system periodically. As
this can take a long time for virtual pooled drives, it cycles around each of the member pdrives in the vdrives or
pools and compares the stored metadata tables with the active tables in RAM.
To force an immediate manual run of all or one of the drives in the tiered volume, use the following:
> ecmd --check drive<N>
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7.5 Reset Error Flags
The status display will show if there are any errors immediately after the global status if a global error, or under
the individual tdrive listing if related to a single VirtualSSD.
To check if errors exist, use:
display current error flags

> ecmd --error

To reset these error flags, use the following:
resets the global error flags

> ecmd --reset error
> ecmd --reset error drive<N>

resets the error flags for a specific VirtualSSD

See APPENDIX A: VirtualSSD Error Codes for the meanings of error codes.

7.6 Manually Change the Scan Timer
It is possible to manually set the scan timer which tells the tiering engine how often to check for promote
candidates and kick off a promote cycle. The --promote options described earlier set up default values, however
the default scan timer value may be overwritten using the following syntax:
> ecmd --scantime <value>{s, m, h, d} [drive<N>]

e.g., --scantime 10s = 10 seconds (maximum is 7 days). Without a drive specified, this sets the global scan timer. If drive<N> or t=<T> is present (where <T>=tdrive number), it sets the value just for that particular tdrive.

7.7 Freezing Promotes and Stats Engine
It is often beneficial to freeze the state of the promote engine or particular tiered volume while performing
maintenance functions or reformatting the volume.
To freeze the statistics engine and allow current promotes in the queue to complete for a particular tier, or to
suspend statistics operations while formatting, defragging, etc., simply use:
> ecmd --stats off drive<N>

To entirely stop a tiered volume from moving data automatically or preventing file pinning operations, use the
following:
> ecmd --promote off drive<N>
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7.8 Resetting a Tiered Map in Reserve Mode
The current software supports a feature that moves all data to the slow media and resets the mapping of the
fast media. The VirtualSSD must be in Reserve mode so that the volume size can be accomodated by the slow
media. All of the active pages that are usually on the fast media for a VirtualSSD are moved to the slow tier.
This is accomplished using the following:
> ecmd --reset vmap drive<N>

Depending on the number of active pages that exist on the fast tier, this may several hours to move all of the
data while the volume is still accessible.
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8.0 Testing VirtualSSDs
Real-time tiering volumes behave differently from conventional caching or standard big iron tiering solutions.
Tiers treat their different classes of storage as primary storage that is mapped to user storage, allowing the full
performance of the media to be utilized for both reads and writes.

Figure 12: Test Partitions for Tier Analysis

However, initial testing using popular benchmarking programs can provide misleading results, principally
because they tend to assume a single class of physical devices is being tested, rather than a dynamic, mixed
storage media. Hence, a benchmark that exercises the full capacity range of a drive will create a result that is
only marginally better than the slow media devices, assuming a typical setup where the size of the slow media
dominates the capacity of the VirtualSSD.
In real-world applications, only a small portion of a volume is active at any one time. Hence, when testing a
tiered volume it is far more meaningful to test data in its two primary modes of operation:
• Pre-warmed or existing fast-tiered data performance
• Cold data, or data that is being warmed
The easist way to do this is set up a test VirtualSSD using the Fast First configuration, then partition the drive
into 3 volumes as follows:
•

Partition A
One partition at the beginning of the volume, roughly 5GB smaller than the size of the raw fast
device(s).

•

Partition B
A second partition to fill the “middle” portion of the tiered volume

•

Partition C
A final partition, about the same size as Partition A, also smaller than the fast media.

Once the partitions are so configured, use an off-the-shelf benchmark program or a workload generator/file
exerciser on Partition A to measure the performance of the fast media. This should be close to the raw
performance of the fast devices used to form the VirtualSSD (e.g., SSD rates).
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To test the slowest performance of the media in a VirtualSSD, use the same program to target Partition C, which
by default should be mapped to the slow media portion of the VirtualSSD. After running the benchmark or
exerciser for a short while, stop the program and wait for about the same amount of time to allow the
VirtualSSD to move data without host I/O activity. The initial performance run should show slow media rates
(e.g., the HDD I/O or MByte rates). Each subsequent run should show increasingly better performance, until it
reaches performance of the fast media rates.
Note, in some cases, the maximum fast media I/O access rates may not be fully achieved unless the test is run
with a read+write promote policy instead of the default read-only policy. Likewise, it may also require the test
to be run with the promote rate set to aggressive. This is because some benchmarks may write to a location but
not subsequently access the tiered page sufficiently to trigger a promote event. Using the aggressive rate
ensures that only a small amount of activity is necessary for a promote to occur, and the data is moved as
quickly as possible (see 4.2 Tuning VirtualSSDs above for details about promote policy and rate settings).
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APPENDIX A: VirtualSSD Error Codes
Global Error Bits:
Bit
Hex Val Description
0
1h
Fatal Error - cannot recover
1
2h
VMAP error detected on a tdrive
2
4h
Memory error during tdrive create or load
3
8h
tdrive failed
4
10h
tdrive VMP errors were recovered
5
20h
RSVD
6
40h
RSVD
7
80h
DDF I/O Error
8
100h
DDF CRC error was detected
9
200h
Maximum capacity error (license parameter exceeded)
10
400h
License keep-alive timer has expired
11
800h
License 24-hour grace period timer has expired (demotes begin)
12
1000h
eBoot FEh code error (client/bootable only)
13
2000h
pdrive I/O error
14
4000h
promote error detected
15
8000h
License parameter error (non-capacity)
15+
RSVD

tdrive Error Bits:
Bit
Hex Val
0
1h
1
2h
2
4h
3
8h
4
10h
5
20h
6
40h
7
80h
8
100h
9
200h

Description
DDF I/O error
Promote error
Out of range error
VMAP compare error
VMAP checksum error
VMAP error but was recovered
VMAP flags error
Page region error
Memory allocation error
Capacity max error (license parameter exceeded)

Note: Error flags are sticky, but may be reset using the systray system tray app or with the command line:
> ecmd --reset error
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Enmotus Technical Support: Unless covered by a specific support maintenance contract, please submit a support ticket
https://support.zoho.com/portal/enmotus/home or visit the website for general information at www.enmotus.com/support.
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